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Abstract
The Effect Of Scientific Cognition On Level Of 

Performance in Football

The thesis contains five chapters . 
UFirst U : Making acquaintance with the research : 

This has involved the introduction and the importance of the 
research which dealing has been made with the importance of the 
scientific cognition in improving and developing the player’s 
skillful and planning level of performance , as well as , its 
importance in developing his/her intellectual  and cognitive abilities 
. This thesis also shows the importance of the out coming tests and 
the extent of its importance . 

The problem of the research 
It has been clear for researcher and through his watching of the 

majority of training units of groups of young men , the 
disconsidering of the importance of the player’s acquiring 
information and knowledge , as well as, player’s acquiring 
information and knowledge  as well as , to understand them 
adequately the thing which would enable him to behave correctly in 
various circumstances and accordingly  motivates the researcher to 
delimit and study this problem . 

The aims of the study 
1- To prepare a cognitive program and to design an outcoming test 

for young players of football . 
2- To know the influence of the scientific cognition and its relation 

to the extent of skillful and planning performance in football . 

The hypothesis of the study 
1- Scientific cognition has a positive influence on the extent of 

skillful and planning performance in football . 
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2- There are statistical differences between the two groups 
experimental and control that came in favour of experimental in 
the post tests . 

The scopes of the study 
Human scope : The team of Alnaphat club for young at age 17-19
year amounting to (30) players . 
Place scope : The playground of Alnaphat club . 
Time scope : The period between 28/10/2002 – 31/12/2002 . 

USecondU : The theoretical and similar studies 
This chapter contains the theoretical studies which have 

connection with the subject in addition to the similar studies . 

UThirdU :
This chapter comprises the research program ; its sample , 

apparatuses used ; skillful tests ; cognitive planning test ; steps of 
building the outcoming test ; the investigating experiment ; 
scientific basis for the test , testing the former information and 
statistical means . 

UFourthU : Display of the results , their analysis and discussion 
This chapter scanned the values of wikokons test (+W) , (-W) 

for the former and post tests , results of skillful tests and cognitive 
planning test . It also displays Monwitney’s value through which the 
aims and hypotheses of the research are achieved . 

UFifthU : Conclusions and Recommendations : 
The confusions involve :  

1- The suggested program which is concerned with the scientific 
cognition has an active role in developing different sides of the 
game . 

2- Scientific cognition has a vital role in improving the intellectual 
abilities which have developed the experimental group . 
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3- The research show the excellence of the experimental group over 
the control in all of the research changing except for the change 
of kicking test with ball . 

Whereas the recommendations involve : 
1- Emphasizing the scientific cognition in the training units without 

neglecting them . 
2- Developing player’s intellectual abilities through giving them 

mantel exercises . 
3- Publishing announcements issued from the central Iraqi union in 

addition to the scientific visualaids which would improve 
player’s intellectual abilities . 


